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The classical-quantum correspondence of a periodically kicked particle in a 1-D infinite potential well is investigated.
Stroboscopic state space portraits are presented for various kick strengths and a classical diffusion study reveals anom-
alous behaviour and the presence of both regular islands of stability and accelerator modes. Quantum diffusion is sub-
sequently studied and the quantum diffusion coefficient is found to mimic the classical diffusion coefficient by rescaling
k. Wigner and Husimi distribution functions are derived and comparisons are made between the classical stroboscopic
state space portraits and these quantum quasi-probability distribution functions.
 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
To date, most studies of quantum chaos have been based on quantum systems whose classical counterparts obey the
Kolmogorov–Arnol’d–Moser (KAM) theorem. Much of the work has concentrated on smooth Hamiltonian systems. If
an integrable system is perturbed (by increasing an external or driven parameter) the invariant curves gradually break
up and diffusion can take place leading to global chaos. Examples of such systems are the kicked rotor [1,2] and quan-
tum billiards [3]. As well as these systems, there exists another class of physically important systems, which is non-
KAM. In particular, if the perturbation is not sufficiently smooth or even discontinuous the KAM theorem breaks
down. Large-scale chaos may instantaneously develop in the system. Examples of such systems are the kicked harmonic
oscillator ([4–12] and references therein), and discontinuous perturbed twist maps by Borgonovi [13].
Another example of a non-KAM system is the model of a kicked particle in an infinite potential well introduced by
Hu et al. [14]. For a small perturbation (K) the classical phase space displays a stochastic web structure, and the dif-
fusion coefficient scales as D / K2.5, while for large perturbations, D / K2. In [15,16], a discontinuous generalization
of the standard map, which arises naturally as the dynamics of a periodically kicked particle in an infinite potential well,
was examined. By introducing competing length scales, namely the width of the well and the wavelength of the external
field, large-scale diffusion occurs even for small external field strengths. In [17] accelerator modes of a particle confined0960-0779/$ - see front matter  2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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assisted transport is greatly enhanced when low order resonances are exposed at the border of chaos. In the same work
transport in the corresponding quantum system is studied using a time evolved wavepacket [17].
In this work the classical-quantum correspondence of a kicked particle in an infinite potential well is investigated
using the Wigner and Husimi distribution functions. Stroboscopic state space portraits are presented for varying kick
strengths in Section 2 along with a classical diffusion study which led to the observation of accelerator modes and anom-
alous diffusion. In Section 3 the quantum dynamics of the system are investigated with particular emphasis on a quan-
tum energy and diffusion study. Derivations of the quasi-probability distribution functions for the system, namely the
Wigner and Husimi distribution functions are presented in Section 4. Concluding remarks are made in Section 5.2. Classical dynamics of a kicked particle in a 1-D infinite potential well
The Hamiltonian of this system introduced by Hu et al. [14] is defined asH ¼ p
2
2m
þ V 0ðqÞ þ k cosðqþ aÞ
X1
n¼1
dðt  nT Þ; ð1ÞwhereV 0ðqÞ ¼
0; 0 < q < p;
1; otherwise.
a = 1 is a phase shift introduced to break the parity symmetry of the well [14], T = 1 is the period of the kick and k is the
kick strength. The classical area-preserving mapping for this system is given bypnþ1 ¼ pn þ k sinðqn þ aÞ; qnþ1 ¼ qn þ pnþ1; ð2Þwhere boundary conditions restrict the particles motion to between 0 and p. The system has the following window of
stability 0 < kcos(qn + a) < 4 [18]. The fixed point (q,p) = (0.57,0) is hyperbolic for k > 0 [18,15]. For 0 < k < 4 the
fixed point at (q,p) = (2.14,0) is elliptic.
2.1. Stroboscopic state space portraits
Fig. 1 shows the stroboscopic state space for a range of values of the kick strength (k > 0) [initial conditions are
(q0 = 0.012,0.3 < p0 < 0.3) and (0.012 < q0 < p,p0 = 0.1)] and iterated for 10,000 steps. The main characteristic of this
system is the existence of stochastic webs in the classical phase space for any k > 0 [14].
Various regions of the classical phase space are shown in Figs. 2–4. For a small perturbation, k = 0.01, many cantori
are present which act as barriers to diffusion. As k increases to k = 0.1 the stochastic layer widens and the gaps between
cantori grow so that the cantori are no longer substantial barriers to diffusion but partial barriers. For k = 5 almost all
of the cantori have disintegrated and global diffusion can occur, however some islands of stability still remain present.
2.2. Classical diffusion and accelerator modes
There exist two different regions of classical diffusion as observed by Hu et al. [14]. For k 1, D / k2 whereas for
k 1, D / k2.5 [14]. In calculating the diffusion coefficient for a given k, we have taken a grid of N · N (N = 50), initial
conditions (0 < q0 < p, 0.3 < p0 < 0.3). All initial trajectories are evolved 10,000 times and average energy values are
taken over the 2500 starting points for each time step n. The diffusion coefficient is defined as D  hEni/n (a linear fit to
hEni versus n gives a slope D). At many points in the region k = 1! 25 it was not possible to perform a linear fit to hEni
versus n. An example of trajectories in this region (after 200 iterations) are shown for k = 2.5 in Fig. 5. The structures
that cause these deviations are accelerator modes [2]. The main family of accelerator modes occur in the region
ð2pgÞ < k <
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð2pgÞ2 þ 16
q
(for integer g), where the corresponding accelerator mode hops monotonically by 2pg in
momentum per iteration [2]. Regular stability islands tend to trap trajectories at a fixed momentum, leading to reduced
momentum transport, whereas accelerator modes lead to enhanced momentum transport [19]. This subdiffusive or
superdiffusive behaviour due to island structures is referred to as anomalous diffusion [2,20]. By this we mean that
p2 grows with time as nl with fractional l, where l = 1 is diffusive, while l = 2 is considered ballistic [21]. In this regime
the kinetic energy is En  nl, where the transport exponent l5 1 for anomalous diffusion as shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 1. The classical stroboscopic state space at (a) k = 0.01, (b) k = 0.1, (c) k = 5 and (d) k = 25. The stochastic web structure is
clearly seen even for very small k = 0.01.
Fig. 2. The classical stroboscopic state space at k = 0.01, each subplot is a zoom of different regions in the main plot in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3. The classical stroboscopic state space at k = 0.1, each subplot is a zoom of different regions in the main plot in Fig. 1.
Fig. 4. The classical stroboscopic state space at k = 5, each subplot is a zoom of different regions in the main plot in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 5. A region of the accelerator mode in the classical stroboscopic state space at k = 2.5 (a). The classical transport exponent l
versus perturbation strength k (b).
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The evolution operator of the quantum system is given byU^ ¼ exp iP^
2T
4h
 
exp
ik cosðqþ aÞ
h
 
exp
iP^ 2T
4h
 
. ð3ÞThe time development of a Floquet system can be studied by expanding the evolution operator in a suitable basis, i.e.,
the eigenstates of the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0:H 0jwni ¼ Enjwni; ð4Þ
where En is the energy of the nth energy eigenvalue. jwni are the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian H0 given by [22]hqjwni ¼
ffiffiffi
1
a
r
sin
npq
2a
 
; En ¼ h
2n2p2
8ma2
; ð5Þwhere n = 1,2,3 . . . ,N. The evolution matrix U is then calculated asUnm ¼ hwnjU jwmi
with the following analytical result [23]:Unm ¼ C
Z p
0
cosðbqÞeiz cosðqþaÞ dq
¼ C pibJ bðzÞ cosðbaÞ  4
X1
l¼2;4
ilJ lðzÞ sinðlaÞ l
l2  b2
 " #
for b odd
þ C pibJbðzÞ cosðbaÞ  4
X1
l¼1;3
ilJ lðzÞ sinðlaÞ l
l2  b2
 " #
for b even, ð6Þwhere the constant C ¼ 1p e
ihðn2þm2ÞT
4 and b = n + m or b = n  m and Jb and Jl are Bessel functions of order b and l,
respectively [24].
3.1. Quantum energy and diffusion
An arbitrary state of the system at time t is given byjWðtÞi ¼
X
n
AnðtÞjwni. ð7ÞThe iterates of the particle wavefunction jW(t)i can be obtained via their expansion amplitudes, An(t), to give the time
evolution of any state of the system by matrix multiplication according to
Fig. 6.
diffusio
analyti
article.
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XN
m¼1
UnmAmð0Þ. ð8ÞThe energy of the kicked particle in an infinite potential well is given by a similar expression as for the kicked rotor [25]:EqmðtÞ ¼
XN
n¼1
bnðtÞh2n2=2; bnðtÞ ¼ jAnðtÞj2; ð9Þwhere bn(t) is a probability distribution in momentum space after t kicks of the perturbation where the initial amplitude
was taken to beAnð0Þ ¼
1; n ¼ 1;
0; otherwise.
The same quantum suppression of classical diffusion observed in the kicked rotor is observed in this system.
3.2. Quantum diffusion coefficient Dqm
The quantum diffusion coefficient Dqm was taken to beEðtÞ ¼ Dqmt; ð10Þand was calculated by a linear least squares fit of E(t) to t up to the saturation point and is shown in Fig. 6.
The diffusion coefficient for k < 1 is found to be effectively zero. The diffusion coefficient for k > 1 was found to scale
as Dqm  k1.3, for 1 < k < 103. In the region 0 < k < 25, the diffusion coefficient was found to scale as Dqm  k2/4.2
shown in green. Also plotted in this figure are the predicted classical diffusion coefficient D  k2/4 (blue) and the
classical analytic diffusion coefficient (red) defined for the standard map in [19,26,27]. The quantum diffusion coefficient
mimics the classical analytical value in that numerous oscillations are present but these occur at different k values than
for the classical analytical result. In order to establish an analytical quantum diffusion expression for the kicked rotor,(a) The quantum diffusion coefficient Dqm versus k for 1 < k < 10
3. (b) The diffusion coefficient (black dots) for 0 < k < 25, fitted
n coefficient (green), quantum analytical diffusion coefficient (black), predicted classical diffusion coefficient (blue) and classical
c diffusion coefficient (red) superimposed. (For interpretation of colour in this figure reader is referred to web version of this
)
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lations upon the substitution [28,29],k ! sin k
=2
k=2
 	
k. ð11ÞThis approach was applied successfully in [19], where k*  2.08. The analytical expression for the quantum diffusion
coefficient is also presented in Fig. 6, for a value of k* = 1.5. These tentative results are seen to approximate the numer-
ical data in the range shown.4. The quantum ‘quasi’ phase space
4.1. Derivation of the Wigner distribution function
A general expression for the superposition of basis states of the kicked particle in an infinite potential well is given byWðxÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
a
p
X1
n¼1
An sin
npx
2a
 
. ð12ÞTo determine the initial Wigner distribution function we use the definition of the Wigner distribution function for a
1-dimensional system, given in general as [30,31]FWðq; p; tÞ ¼ 1ðphÞ
Z 1
1
dxe2ipx=hWðq x; tÞWðqþ x; tÞ; ð13Þand replace a with p/2 in W(x)WðxÞ ¼ 1
2i
ffiffiffi
2
p
r X1
n¼1
An einx  einx

 
. ð14ÞThereforeWðqþ xÞ ¼ 1
2i
ffiffiffi
2
p
r X1
n¼1
An einðqþxÞ  einðqþxÞ

 
; ð15Þ
Wðq xÞ ¼ 1
2i
ffiffiffi
2
p
r X1
m¼1
Am e
imðqxÞ  eimðqxÞ
 . ð16ÞSubstituting Eqs. (15) and (16) into Eq. (13), the Wigner distribution function can now be written asFWðq; pkÞ ¼
1
2p2h
Z X1
m¼1
X1
n¼1
AmAn e
imðqxÞ  eimðqxÞ
  einðqþxÞ  einðqþxÞ
 e2ikx dx; ð17Þwhere k = p/h. Through further manipulation, the Wigner distribution reduces to the following:FWðq; pkÞ ¼
1
2p2h
X1
m¼1
X1
n¼1
AmAn e
iðmnÞq
Z
eiðmþn2kÞx dx eiðmþnÞq
Z
eiðmn2kÞx dx

 eiðmþnÞq
Z
eiðmnþ2kÞx dxþ eiðmnÞq
Z
eiðmþnþ2kÞx dx
	
. ð18ÞThe integration is performed in Appendix A and the resulting analytical expression for the Wigner distribution function
is presented there for different integration limits.
4.2. Derivation of the Husimi distribution function
The Husimi distribution function is a Gaussian smoothed Wigner distribution function. To determine the initial
Husimi distribution function we use the definition of the Husimi distribution function [32,33,31]F Hðq; p; tÞ ¼ 1
2ph
Z
dx.qpðxÞWðx; tÞ


2
ð19Þ
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s
ph
 1
4
esðxqÞ
2=2heipx=h; ð20Þwhere j.qpi represents the wave function for a minimum uncertainty squeezed Gaussian wave packet peaked at (q,p). s
is the squeezing parameter which determines the relative resolution in the q space (large s) versus the p space (small s)
[31]. Using Wn(x) from Eq. (12), the Husimi distribution function becomesF Hðq; pÞ ¼ 1
2ph
ffiffiffiffiffi
s
ph
r Z 2a
0
dx
ffiffiffi
1
a
r X1
n¼1
An sin
npx
2a
 
esðxqÞ
2=2heipx=h


2
. ð21ÞUsing Eq. (14), the Husimi distribution function becomesF Hðq; pÞ ¼ 1
8pha
ffiffiffiffiffi
s
ph
r X1
n¼1
An
Z 2a
0
esðxqÞ
2=2heipx=h
 
e
inpx
2a  einpx2a
 
dx


2
.The integration is performed in Appendix B and the resulting analytical expression for the Husimi distribution function
is given byF Hðq;pÞ¼ 1
16as
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
ph
p
X1
n¼1
An e
i phnp2að Þqep21 ½erfðq1þ ip1Þ erfðq2þ ip1Þ	 ei
p
hþnp2að Þqep22 ½erfðq1þ ip2Þerfðq2þ ip2Þ	
n o

2
;
ð22Þ
where erf(z) denotes the error function of complex argument z, andq1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
s
2h
r
ðq 2aÞ; q2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
s
2h
r
q;
p1 ¼
ffiffiffiffi
h
2s
r
p
h
 np
2a
 
; p2 ¼
ffiffiffiffi
h
2s
r
p
h
þ np
2a
 
.
ð23ÞThe analytical solutions of the Wigner and Husimi distribution functions for the periodically kicked particle in an infi-
nite potential well have been numerically verified in the present study using a fast Fourier transform method suggested
in [34].
In [31], it was seen that the structure of the 10th eigenstate of a particle in an infinite potential well is very regular
since the state is highly localized. Fig. 7 shows the Wigner distribution function for a slightly higher state, the 13th Flo-
quet state, when a perturbation of k = 5 is applied to the system. The phase space distribution has become distorted and
it is no longer possible to see the detailed peak structure along the q axis.
Also presented in this figure are the Husimi distribution functions for various s. As expected, for small s remnants of
the p = ±13h structure in the p axis is evident. However for larger s, sP 80, only two main peaks are visible along the q
axis. The first (and main peak) occurs at q  0.57, which corresponds classically to the hyperbolic fixed point. The sec-
ond peak occurs at q  2.14, which is the position of the elliptic fixed point. This example illustrates the superiority of
the Husimi distribution function in its ability to pick out the classical correspondence of the quantum system, which was
hidden by the complicated structure of the Wigner distribution function. For even a perturbed system we are able to use
the quasi-probability distribution functions to investigate the classical-quantum correspondence.
4.3. Quasi-probability distributions of the Floquet states
To investigate the classical-quantum correspondence further, we use as our amplitude, An, the Floquet states of the
system, as they may be regarded as a quantum analog of the periodic orbits [31]. The time evolution of the system
depends on whether the Floquet states have distributions near the elliptic fixed points or the hyperbolic fixed points
[35]. The Floquet states were sorted according to their leading eigenbasis component. Three Floquet states were chosen,
of high enough n to be considered within the semiclassical approximation, but low enough n so that the Wigner distri-
bution function is not too greatly affected by high oscillations [31]. An intermediate value of s = 80 was chosen for the
calculation of the Husimi distribution function.
From Figs. 8 and 9, for k = 0.1 it can be seen that w19 has a probability distribution shifted slightly towards the
hyperbolic fixed point, w25 has a probability distribution shifted slightly towards the elliptic fixed point and w22 has
an equiprobability distribution to be localized at either fixed point. The probability amplitudes associated with these
Fig. 7. The Wigner (upper left) and Husimi distribution functions of the 13th Floquet state, of the perturbed system (k = 5), for each
of the squeezing parameters (s) shown.
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the unshifted state w22). However for w19 apart from the main peak at n = 19, a higher lying level contributes a second
high amplitude peak, that may be associated with the shift of the probability towards the hyperbolic fixed point. This
interpretation is supported by the presence of a lower-lying peak, as well as the main n = 25 peak, in the case of w25,
which may be associated with the shift of the probability towards the elliptic fixed point for w25.
Fig. 8. The Wigner distribution functions of various Floquet states of the perturbed system, for each of the kick strengths shown.
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Fig. 9. The Husimi distribution functions of various Floquet states of the perturbed system, for each of the kick strengths shown.
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Fig. 10. The jamplitudej2 of various Floquet states of the perturbed system, for each of the kick strengths shown.
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Fig. 11. The jamplitudej2 on a logarithmic scale of various Floquet states of the perturbed system, for each of the kick strengths
shown.
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tations. This is to be expected since we are close to the classical instability border (k = 4) and the stronger the local
instability, the greater the deformation of phase space. This is also reflected in the spread of the probability amplitudes.
The probability distribution for w19 is seen to shift slightly towards the elliptic fixed point, owing to the fact that the
spread in the amplitudes is towards lower n. The opposite is observed for w25, where a spread in the amplitudes towards
higher n results in a shift of the probability distribution towards the hyperbolic fixed point. It is interesting to note that
the probability distribution associated with w22 remains quite uniform between the elliptic and hyperbolic fixed points,
with the probability amplitude remaining highly localized around n = 22, with small amounts of equal spread to higher
and lower states.
At k = 4 the probability distributions for both states w19 and w25 are well spread over phase space. The spread is also
seen in the probability amplitudes for w19 and w25, which are quite extended. w22 still remains relatively localized with
small and equal contributions from higher and lower n not being strong enough to significantly influence the probability
distribution towards the elliptic or hyperbolic fixed points.
Unexpectedly for k = 5 the Floquet states becomes slightly more localized again. This is reflected in the diffusion coef-
ficient where a dip is seen at k = 5. At k = 13, the probability amplitude of w19 (located near the hyperbolic fixed point) is
extended and a large spread of theFloquet state inmomentum is observed.w22 is seen to becomemore delocalized, whereas
w25, which for small k has a probability distribution to be located near the elliptic fixed point remains most localized.5. Conclusion
The aim of the present study was to investigate the classical-quantum correspondence for the system of a periodically
kicked particle in an infinite potential well. Classically a stochastic web exists containing many chaotic trajectories for
any k > 0. As k increases, the stochastic layer becomes wider and eventually appears to cover the whole of phase space.
However the existence of stable islands were observed for k = 5. A diffusion study revealed that in the region 0 < k < 25,
for some values of k, the energy was found to grow quadratically with time. In analogy with the kicked rotor, accel-
erator modes were found to exist in the system at k = p, 2gp, . . . where g = 1, . . . ,N. In order to establish a correspon-
dence with the classical system, the quantum evolution of the amplitudes and energy was investigated. It was found that
the quantum diffusion scales on average as Dqm / k2/4.2. The quantum diffusion coefficient was found to mimic the
classical diffusion coefficient by rescaling k.
The classical-quantum correspondence was further investigated with the use of quantum quasi-probability distribu-
tion functions and the Floquet states of the system. Analytical solutions for both the Wigner and Husimi distribution
functions were presented. In particular it was found that the Husimi distribution function gives a more informative
description of the system. Contributions from high-lying levels (relative to the most dominant basis state) of the unper-
turbed Hamiltonian gives rise to probability distributions located close to the hyperbolic fixed point, whereas contri-
butions from low-lying levels give rise to probability distributions close to the elliptic fixed point of the classical
map. The change in the quasi-phase space of these Floquet states as the perturbation is increased was investigated.
Remnants of the bifurcation in the classical system at k = 4 were observed. The system was seen to become more ergo-
dic for the Floquet state located near the hyperbolic fixed point than near the elliptic fixed point for k = 13.Acknowledgement
This work was supported by the Irish Science and Technology Agency Enterprise Ireland under research grant SC/
99/206.Appendix A. Derivation of the Wigner distribution function
Boundary conditions of W = 0 at q = 0 and q = p, leads to three ranges of integration:
(1) Limits for 0 < q < p
2Z q
q
eicx dx ¼ e
icq  eicq
ic
for c 6¼ 0
¼ 2q for c ¼ 0. ðA:1Þ
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2Z p=2
p=2
eicx dx ¼ e
icp2  eicp2
ic
for c 6¼ 0
¼ p for c ¼ 0. ðA:2Þ
(3) Limits for p
2
< q < pZ ðpqÞ
ðpqÞ
eicx dx ¼ e
icðpqÞ  eicðpqÞ
ic
for c 6¼ 0
¼ 2ðp qÞ for c ¼ 0. ðA:3Þ
The Wigner distribution function for the particle in an infinite potential well can now be calculated for each value of c,
(c = m + n  2k, c = m  n  2k, c = m  n + 2k, c = m + n + 2k). The following is the resulting analytical expression
for the Wigner distribution function of a kicked particle in an infinite potential well with boundaries at 0 and p:
(1) For 0 < q < p
2
,FWðq; pkÞ ¼
1
2p2h
X1
m¼1
X1
n¼1
AmAn

 eiðmnÞq
eiðmþn2kÞq  eiðmþn2kÞq
iðmþ n 2kÞ if mþ n 2k 6¼ 0
2q if mþ n 2k ¼ 0
8><
>:
 eiðmþnÞq
eiðmn2kÞq  eiðmn2kÞq
iðm n 2kÞ if m n 2k 6¼ 0
2q if m n 2k ¼ 0
8><
>:
 eiðmþnÞq
eiðmnþ2kÞq  eiðmnþ2kÞq
iðm nþ 2kÞ if m nþ 2k 6¼ 0
2q if m nþ 2k ¼ 0
8><
>:
þ eiðmnÞq
eiðmþnþ2kÞq  eiðmþnþ2kÞq
iðmþ nþ 2kÞ if mþ nþ 2k 6¼ 0
2q if mþ nþ 2k ¼ 0.
8><
>:(2) For q ¼ p
2
,FWðq; pkÞ ¼
1
2p2h
X1
m¼1
X1
n¼1
AmAn

 eiðmnÞq
eiðmþn2kÞ
p
2  eiðmþn2kÞp2
iðmþ n 2kÞ if mþ n 2k 6¼ 0
p if mþ n 2k ¼ 0
8><
>:
 eiðmþnÞq
eiðmn2kÞ
p
2  eiðmn2kÞp2
iðm n 2kÞ if m n 2k 6¼ 0
p if m n 2k ¼ 0
8><
>:
 eiðmþnÞq
eiðmnþ2kÞ
p
2  eiðmnþ2kÞp2
iðm nþ 2kÞ if m nþ 2k 6¼ 0
p if m nþ 2k ¼ 0
8><
>:
þ eiðmnÞq
eiðmþnþ2kÞ
p
2  eiðmþnþ2kÞp2
iðmþ nþ 2kÞ if mþ nþ 2k 6¼ 0
p if mþ nþ 2k ¼ 0.
8><
>:
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2
< q < p,FWðq; pkÞ ¼
1
2p2h
X1
m¼1
X1
n¼1
AmAn

 eiðmnÞq
eiðmþn2kÞðpqÞ  eiðmþn2kÞðpqÞ
iðmþ n 2kÞ if mþ n 2k 6¼ 0
2ðp qÞ if mþ n 2k ¼ 0
8><
>:
 eiðmþnÞq
eiðmn2kÞðpqÞ  eiðmn2kÞðpqÞ
iðm n 2kÞ if m n 2k 6¼ 0
2ðp qÞ if m n 2k ¼ 0
8><
>:
 eiðmþnÞq
eiðmnþ2kÞðpqÞ  eiðmnþ2kÞðpqÞ
iðm nþ 2kÞ if m nþ 2k 6¼ 0
2ðp qÞ if m nþ 2k ¼ 0
8><
>:
þ eiðmnÞq
eiðmþnþ2kÞðpqÞ  eiðmþnþ2kÞðpqÞ
iðmþ nþ 2kÞ if mþ nþ 2k 6¼ 0
2ðp qÞ if mþ nþ 2k ¼ 0.
8><
>:Appendix B. Derivation of the Husimi distribution function
Concentrating on the integralZ 2a
0
esðxqÞ
2=2heipx=h e
inpx
2a  einpx2a
 
dx; ðB:1Þwhich can be rewritten asZ p
0
e
sðxqÞ2
2h e
ipx
h e
inpx
2a dx
Z p
0
e
sðxqÞ2
2h e
ipx
h e
inpx
2a dx. ðB:2ÞThus Z p
0
e
sðxqÞ2
2h ei
p
hnp2að Þx dx ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
ph
2s
r
e
iðnphþ2apÞð2ipa4saqinphÞ
8ha2s erf
4sa2  inph 2asqþ 2ipaffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2hs
p
 
 erf inph 2asqþ 2ipaffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2hs
p
  	
ðB:3Þand Z p
0
e
sðxqÞ2
2h ei
p
hþnp2að Þx dx ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
ph
2s
r
e
iðnphþ2apÞð2ipa4saqþinphÞ
8ha2s erf
4sa2 þ inph 2asqþ 2ipaffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2hs
p
 
 erf inph 2asqþ 2ipaffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2hs
p
  	
.
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